
WHY DID GERMANY LOSE WW1

Despite the fact that Germany was a powerful country at the start of World War I in it was still unable to win the overall
war. At the outbreak of the war.

Germans were particularly incensed by article , which demanded of them to make good the damage caused by
a war which they and their allies had begun. They gained an advantage in firepower from their artillery and
from tanks used as mobile pillboxes that could retreat and counterattack at will. Foch made a few small
changes, including letting the Germans keep a few of their weapons. With the huge gains made by the Treaty
of Brest-Litovsk, the Germans had achieved most of what they wanted, even under the notorious September
War Aims program of annexations. Then Germany could turn its attention towards Russian forces in the east
and avoid fighting a two-front war. The German economy was dependent on imports of food and raw
materials, which were severely limited during the British blockade of Germany which lasted throughout the
war, until  But went down in history as the year of Verdun, the defining battle of the war for the French, and
the Somme, which holds the same place in British memory. It is worth mentioning that Russia did not have a
good war, lost more men, and territory, that any other power, suffered revolution and the beginning of
communism that would plagued her for decades. London: Wordsworth Editions,  The great German spring
offensive was a race against time, for everyone could see the Americans were training millions of fresh young
men who would eventually arrive on the Western Front. Equally important was the role of morale among
German soldiers. The new government led by the German Social Democrats called for and received an
armistice on 11 November ; in practice it was a surrender, and the Allies kept up the food blockade to
guarantee an upper hand. The Belgians fought back, and sabotaged their rail system to delay the Germans.
These forces were badly needed on the Western Front, and the disruption of agriculture due to war and civil
war meant that they were able to extract precious little in the way of additional foodstuffs from the former
Russian Empire to overcome the shortages at home. Soap was in short supply, as was hot water. The third
reason was the entry of the United States into the war in April , which changed the long-run balance of power
in favor of the Allies. Many historians have suggested that the Central Powers were close to victory in with the
defeat of Russia. At first, little was done to regulate the economy for a wartime footing, and the German war
economy would remain badly organized throughout the war. From the very early months of World War One,
the German government had been in touch with exiled Russian revolutionaries, many of them Bolsheviks, in
the hopes that they could be used to undermine the Russian war effort against Germany. The British blockade
of Germany resulted in between , and , German civilians deaths during the war. This was a massive blow to
the German military elite which naively thought Germany might be able to keep her eastern gains. The United
States intervened late - but decisively - in , drawing in several Latin American nations. Food prices were first
limited, then rationing was introduced. President Woodrow Wilson , fearing that the British and the French
would insist upon harsh terms. Offer, Avner. In December , the German Board of Public Health stated that
nearly , German civilians had died from starvation and disease caused by the blockade. It meant that all of the
Entente manpower and resources, already at an advantage, could have been brought against Germany.
Starvation itself rarely caused death. Wilson, Trevor. The Germans did not expect this and were delayed, and
responded with systematic reprisals on civilians, killing nearly 6, Belgian noncombatants, including women
and children, and burning 25, houses and buildings. The lengthy deliberations seriously disrupted planning for
the German spring offensive that was to begin on 21 March 


